clues for an indoor treasure hunt for children the spruce - the grandchildren are in the house and bad weather is keeping them there you need something fun to get them moving try a classic treasure hunt sometimes called a scavenger hunt create or print out clues distribute them so that one clue leads to another place some treasure a toy or treat at the final destination, treasure hunt clues for around the home - here are some treasure hunt clues suitable for around the home house and garden treasure hunt clue for birdcage treasure hunt clue for car treasure hunt clue for christmas tree, at home treasure hunt with 10 clues playtivities - hide a treasure or a small gift somewhere near the couch at home treasure hunt clues for the kids clue 1 what has 4 legs but can t walk and has hair at night you saw it this morning the next clue is hiding under it clue 2 it is white but it turns yellow when falls on the floor you next clue is hiding right next to it clue 3 i lose my head in the mornings and get it back at nights what am i, 10 treasure hunt clues imom - directions cut out the numbered treasure hunt clues and have your children sit in one place where they can t see you while you hide the clues in and around your house if you can t hide the clue inside an area tape it there to start your treasure hunt hand your children the first clue it will lead to the second clue and so on, treasure hunt in your house lead them around the house - treasure hunt in your house lead them around the house from clue to clue use a dollar piece of gum etc for the treasure at the end this was so fun to do with my kids, scavenger hunt lists of items found indoors - these scavenger hunt lists of items commonly found around the house should help you in putting one together if you are looking for a ready made hunt check out indoor scavenger hunt one and indoor hunt two